FULL FORCE® LONG LIFE® Antifreeze + Coolant features an extended life technology formulation which is recommended for use in all automobiles and light/medium duty trucks. It is free of amines, phosphate, borate, nitrite and silicate and can be mixed with any color antifreeze/coolant in any vehicle. Its inhibitors provide maximum protection against damaging rust and corrosion, while preventing freeze-up and boilover at extreme temperatures.

FULL FORCE® LONG LIFE® Antifreeze + Coolant meets the performance requirements of ASTM D3306, D4985 and with a complete flush and fill, this coolant will provide service life protection of up to 5 years or 150,000 miles*.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Specially formulated for use in all makes and models of cars and light/medium duty trucks using extended life coolant
• Compatible for use in any color antifreeze/coolant
• Protects all cooling system metals from rust and corrosion
• Meets the performance requirements of ASTM D3306, D4985

APPLICATIONS

FULL FORCE LONG LIFE Antifreeze + Coolant is designed for use in all North American, Asian and European passenger cars, SUVs, motorcycles and light/medium duty trucks, regardless of make, model or year. Best performance is achieved when a complete flush & fill is performed using FULL FORCE LONG LIFE Antifreeze + Coolant Concentrate.

*Protects all cooling system metals for up to 5 years/150,000 miles when a complete cooling system flush and fill is performed, and proper cooling system maintenance is followed. Always follow vehicle owner’s manual for top-off requirements, change intervals and specified maintenance. See peakauto.com/peak-info/warranty for more details.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Testing Requirements: For proper freeze and boilover protection, use a traditional refractometer or hydrometer to measure the percentage of ethylene glycol by volume.

Storage Recommendations: FULL FORCE LONG LIFE Antifreeze + Coolant can be stored in original container at ambient temperature with limited periods of exposure to temperatures above 95°F (35°C) for 3-5 years, provided the container remains sealed. Product should be agitated before dilution or use.

Safety and Environmental Guidance: FULL FORCE LONG LIFE Antifreeze + Coolant contains virgin ethylene glycol and should be kept away from children and animals to prevent exposure. A bittering agent is added to help reduce the potential for accidental ingestions of this product. More information with guidance on health, safety and disposal is available on the appropriate Safety Data Sheet, which can be obtained from peakauto.com. Always dispose of used coolant in accordance with local, state and Federal guidelines.
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